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SEAN BONNEY

Admonition:
To the Owners of Planet Earth
Pay it all back. Leave the dead to their natural
stations. Burst open the prisons. Roast
yourselves, feed yourselves to the beggars.
And if you do not do this we will gouge out your
eyes. To take from you all you have broken, all
you have taken, what you have made of us, of
the circuits of the earth, for all of this we will
take your eyes from you, and we will save them,
as a record of your vision, as a vessel of deceit
and dereliction, that no longer will you stalk
the earth, no longer will you invent imperious
darkness, a darkness we will never forget, as
we will never forget you, devourers of the
planet earth, we will keep you in our mouths,
and we will keep you there to recite the filth
of your lives, and we will do this so you roam
forever through the known and unknown hells,
and we will do this that the endless solar gulls
and the endless whirring of the firmament will
no longer simply be money, and so the dogs of
the beggars will bark and run, like invisible
ghosts will feed on your bones in eternal night.
(after Abiezer Coppe)
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ISOLDE MAYER

Why don’t you go and boil in your sleep?
Go home with your Christmas smell
you empty house fucker
pool of boiling frozen fruits
I crash your wall
I fill your garden
with cloud smoke barbecue
poison the whole village with your Grillfleisch smoke
what are you doing
running amok
are you burning your dried christmas tree
In your pot-faced pool of soul?
Why is a woman’s face between your legs laughing
When I pull your pants down?
My bones are turning to white dust when my body is so shaking with anger
on infinite Richter Scale!
Gymnastic gay men dip your fingers in the glowing powder bowl!
My lily branded global warcraft world company’s unique selling proposition!
Waterwork fountains so solid and cruel that children still like it when they get
beaten mit my Krampus Stick!
Dough plastered half-baked covered floors and walls
I’ll knead you with my ass like I did last time
And this time you won’t like it!
Sandfresse! You are abandoned since aeons of years!
You were there to witness the world’s first full fistful lava tears!
Why dont you tell all your psychopath psychiatrists in dark spiderwoods
where we drank the orphan unicorn’s blood that made you invincible
and me mortal?
Walk the streets there anywhere another time with different Vorzeichen!
Camouflage drag queen!
It’s no fun anymore since Reini started too!
Strong women unite your body and your soul and get friendly with me!
Sit on my lap all of you!
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DEUTSCH 3000
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Keine Futurgeburt * keine warme Milch * du wirst hastig deinen
Platz wechseln * kleine Tiere fressen deine Kleider und deine Haut
* viel zu teures Fleisch an Ahnungslose verkauft * dich einladen
lassen von deinen Frauen * sie ist fett das gefällt mir * die deutsche
Sprache so leer * die Pläne nicht korrekt ausgedrückt * korrekturlos
angenommen * arbeitslos arbeitend * zwischen Werbeversprechen
wohnen geblieben oder lebst du jetzt * eine Sozialwohnung,
du bettelst doch für Zigaretten * der Filter wird weggerissen *
Schwedenplatz, wo der Zigarettenautomat zur Ausgabe verführt
werden muss * die Graffitis stehen jetzt schon * kann man sich
zurücklehnen * die Stadt deines Herzens – keine * eine Frau,
errötend an zwei Stellen * der Duschgelgeruch verschleiert den
Tisch * deine selbstgefertigten Dinge enttäuschen deine Oma zu
Weihnachten * üb dein weißes Klavier zu Tode * ich schenkte es dir
nur damit ich dich auslachen kann * er gibt mir selbstverständlich
Pfand, ich verlangte es nicht, während er auf Geldjagd geht * das
Geschirr stehengelassen, es soll mit den Essensresten reagieren und
sich auflösen * er trägt zwei von jedem Schlüssel * ich nehme einen
DNA-Abstrich von jedem Becher und klone alle, die zu mir kommen
* du schläfst den Schlaf der Gerechten vor dem goldenen Tor * du
kannst nicht die Schönste lieben * sie gehört dir nicht zu * gabst
du dem Leben Sinn * ja, geblendet von dem Diamantgartenglanz
der aufgehenden Sonne * ich stürze zur Tür * dein Glas erbebt vor
meinen Schritten * jetzt nüchtern, scheint der Betrunkene wie ein
anderer * die Ingwerkoralle wächst unter meinen Haaren unmerklich
* das Kamel deines Herzens betrinkt sich am Wasser des Vergessens
* ich kokste die Nacht durch und traf den Tag mit einem Zielfernrohr
der auf deinem Anlitz entknospte * das Aufwachen von weltlosem
Traum durchwebt die Restbeichte des schmerzvollen Leibes * das
Umweltgeröll des Nachbarplatzes * die Freundin träumt goldene
Träume in ihrer Malzwelt * Sie webt vor dem Ein- und Aus-Schalter
* Leider kann man nur im Traum zweimal sterben * von den Wänden
fließt das flüssige Glas und lindert den Kopfdruck * Alle Dinge sind
gegossen, zerschmiedet oder zersägt worden * Ich schaffe einen
besseren Durchschnitt * ich will im Mahlwerk deiner Zähne zu Staub
zermahlen werden * im Wrack deines Herzens kann ich über keinen
Ozean fahren * dein Besuch ist in die weitere Ferne hinter dem
Bermudadreieck zwischen meinen Beinen verschoben worden * eine
Katze sitzt in meinem Ärmel und leckt meinen Schweiß *

KAVEH BAHRAMI

Shark
Glossary of the toothless shark
Excess between river and sea
There is no mathematics to calculate
There is no knowledge to understand
How much is painful?
When you born shark
But you hate sea
When you born shark
But you are vegetarian
The philosophy of niche
With out Flower
I’m toothless shark
Who want to fly in the sky
Who lose the gamble of life
For the bird , which has born in the Cage
Flight is Illness
For the Shark with out tooth
Sea is Hazardous
The story continues……
•
Poverty threshold, was/is/going to be
A line between my thought with millions of people....
When reality is boiling in my mind
Time of melting the happiness
When shovel cried for the handless worker
Earth’s tears dried that when mare was in love with Desert.
It was at the time that
The hippo was a singer for the crow
And the crow was going to butt the lorn life
In the land of “EDUwork”
I’m still weighing brainless sheeple....
In touch with whatsoever....
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•
In here, is the diary full of wizened sex,
Something which hasn’t start it nor ended yet
Diary full of colorful infections
Here is the cold detention with out blanket
It’s just a packet of cigarettes matchless free
In here, the poems got bow tie
The poets that have lost themselves amongst the “Pomfess”!!
You’re not here anymore
Happiness is the big lie.
•

URINATE
I wish I could urinate as much as God does
I would get the trees drunk every night
I would water the Sahara’s
So that everyone would have a mercy on the urine.
Not today that the urine is full of pain Full of grief
Fear, fear of becoming hungry again
Today there is even a division between urine
The ones beneath the chemical bombing of Iraq
Urinating before the execution in Iran Urine
Who drinks their own urine out of thirst?
Oh and it looks like urine has become politician also!
Urine from upper town
Urine from lower town
Muslim, Jew and communist urine
OH!!!!! What difference does it make?
Urine is urine I wish
I could urinate as much as.
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The Capon Poets
Make your words sweet
It’s time to rape the poems
Cause makes the audible one
Near the lake
Someone wrote the story of sailor without a ship
Ocean without sharks full of inefficacious fishes
Right!! Opposite the kings house bunch of farmers were jerking off!!!
In the middle of parliament be like a DAVE and blow the govern
Which corner of this world am i standing?
For the sake of this bitter and roly-poly life
My words are disgusting
Reader, I want you to start booing
Boo me my friend, for thousand years they have booed us
Spit on my poem; use them as a toilet paper
And I will say “Rest in Peace”
Poems can’t do miracle
But they do understand when you write them for money
When you rape them again and again and again
When you use your pen as nail and call them “fashionable poems”
You give birth to dead poems
Dead words
Time when pen starts writing strike
Only thing you can do is
Put your finger hard in your ass
Shout, and shout
Then I will write you a poem
“Sit on thumbs up”
•
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I became shriek
I’m sitting
But, pulling my hair in my thought
Putrefaction has got each part of the body
Suck these days
Suck your sorrows
You ate from the honey comb which its bees gave the birth to bears.
Shit on all the goodness
Here no one is good
Even the toilet feels nauseous
I feel sick
Suddenly toilet flush feels teary
It throws up from human story
And we cry until tomorrow
•
I died instead of Will
Went back home
Put my brain in the bath
And started to clean the madness with bleach
Then I sat on my bed
Oh the thirsty bed that was dreaming about someone to have sex on it
Instead of Fucking jerking off
My eyes was nail on the train station
My mind is full of the rail and unknown station
Like a man with one bottle in ass
Condom as a valentine gift
I’m dead instead of will
Years and Years ago
Don’t you smell?
Murder of trust
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KESTON SUTHERLAND
REPRESENTATION

REPRESENTATION
By Fructidor tranquillity was confirmed in Bédoin, hard by Mont Ventoux
Cézanne would shortly do to death. Form would be restored to stem the
life, reiterated in their regional flora squarely going nowhere, Cèdre du
Liban, Arbre de Judée, Wellingtonia, upright in the knowledge of their bitter
abstract purity, never again to be ripped out under cover of night by the
actual rhizomes. Intact in regenerate earth their spread will take like a
flame on splinters, weakly imitated in a tended grate at home, next to the
ashes, multiplicities of specks in clouds. Through the Kalahari on the roof of
the jeep on my knees I came into the air. I want to be there doing that
again. In Floréal the world was yet again another place, less grown up than
out of. Crawling with the enemy, the blood to joke about and roast, the
dust to lick away, the breath we all know when to stop. We all burn the
village down and flood the rural idiot, two steps back to push in from
behind. Who are these people? They jump at money’s beck and call, and
not at Nature’s primal urge. Fuck it they have one mind in the grave
anyhow. The present is a special case for now, because you have to deal
with being happy, getting twisted ecstatic, and loving people. In the words
of the proconsul, this is ‘dangerously gangrened’, a judgment later subject
to sundry finitudes of briefly avant-garde variations by his
oblivious accompanists on the aesthetic, still awake precious decades in
advance of the discovery of the actual varieties of flesh-eating bacteria and
the fascist social truth of the subcutaneous. Thirteen women detained
indefinitely, lots of others split up to make examples. First get through the
tissue on the surface, then press through the platysma to divide the
sympathetic trunk. All the way to Bentiu. First gouge the iris then fell
the optic nerve. On the way to Cairo. First shred the pinna, later massacre
the ossicles. In Croydon. Fuck softly because you fuck on my dreams.
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FRANCES KRUK
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PETER MANSON

72 Sempervivum cultivars
named by Nicholas Moore
for Peter and Beryl Riley
Aberdour
Akhenaten
Al
Alcithoe
Alcithoe Cristate
Alcmene
Andrenor
Andrula
Aulis
Averley
Badroullabadour
Bataba
Ben Ruschen
Black Claret
Black Magic
Bromley Aristocrat
Bronze Pastel
Bronze Tower
Brown Pastel
Buffy Pastel
Caliph’s Hat
Carluke
Catullus
Cloudy Sunrise
Corinne Corinna
Corriana
Dark Point
Delphine
Dragoness
Esthetique du Mal
Ever
Fame
Fame Monstrose
Fire Glint
Flamboy
Flammonde
Gruaud Larose
Hey-Hey
Iophon
Julie’s Dream
La Choo Choo
Latour
Leocadia
Leocadia’s Nephew
Leocadia’s Niece
Malabron
Markinch
Mauve Ghost
Mors Mortis
Myrrhine
Nightwood
Noir
Orestes
Nouveau Pastel
Pale Cat
Pastel
Playcircle
Poke Eat
Prince Hoo-Ha
Rêve d’Alceste
Rule Britannia
Ryval
Salacia
Shirley Moore
Shirley Sue
Shirley’s Joy
Tambimuttu
Temps Perdu
Tower Royal
Yellow Cat
Za Za
Zenocrate
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WILL STUART

Within Our Means: Personal Violence
/ Structural Violence
Enter Performer.
Performer 		

Hi.

Pause.
Performer		
			

I just want to say if anyone doesn’t like this it’s totally ok. And I
am a witness. A martyr.

Pause.
Performer 		
			
			
			
			

There is not enough money for everyone to have what they
want. Therefore, everyone cannot have what they want.
Everyone has competing interests. Therefore, everyone cannot
have what they want. We need to pay down our debts. We must
avoid chaos in the streets.

Pause.
Performer inhales deeply.
Performer		

(repeatedly until out of breath) Keep calm and carry on.

Pause.
Performer		
			
			
			
			
			
			

Recently, my friend told me about how they used to bully other
kids at school. My friend was good at spotting other people’s
vulnerabilities. My friend says that by making friends with a
vulnerable person, it is easier to bully them. My friend then told
me that the point of bullying vulnerable people is to try and
discover what keeps them going. My friend asked “Why do
wierd little people not commit suicide?”

Pause.
Performer		
They are not wierd or little! They are just people. They are
			
people. Another way of putting this is that cruelty is in the eye of
			the beholder.
Pause.
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Performer 		

Or maybe people don’t kill themselves because God loves them.

Pause.
Performer		

(speak not sing)

			I woke and you were there
			
Beside me in the night
			
You touched me and calmed my fear
			
Turned darkness to light
			To light
			
I woke and saw you there
			
Beside me as before
			
My heart lept to find you near
			
To feel you close once more
			
To feel your love once more
			
			
Your strength has made me strong
			
Though life tore apart
			
And now when the night seems long
			
Your love shines in my heart
			
Your love shines in my heart
Pause.
Performer		

As the curfew on activity extends, I become shy and awkward.

Performer moves shyly and laughes nervously, then looks helplessly at the audience,
then bows.
Performer		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
Exit Performer.

I...everyone has been very kind to me. People are frightened of
what they don’t understand. I am a human being. If only I could
find her, so she could see me with such lovely friends here now;
perhaps she would love me as I am. I’ve tried so hard to be
good. Can you imagine what the kind of life he must have led? I
think I can...I don’t think so. I don’t believe any of us can! Luck,
my friend, luck. Who needs it more than we? They didn’t hide
their disgust. They don’t care anything...they only want to
impress their friends! And if loving kindness can be called care
and practical concern, then I did show him loving kindness, and
I am not ashamed to admit it! We can care for you but we can’t
cure you. I thought not. I’m very pleased...it’s just that I-I’m not
used to being treated so well. Life!...is full of surprises. I’ve
been meaning to ask you for some time. I thought not. No. I
think you’re being rather harsh on them. I beg your pardon! My
life is full because I know I am loved.
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OLLIE EVANS

paris in a sochi clamour
(fragment after maguerite duras)

the day light a kiss
murdered sea, peeled open sky, occupied space of expense, alone
the murmuring déjà vu of oxygen illuminated in obscurity
the memory of the sky

the homophobes march with torches in the street, become a sea of murderers, the
sky peeled open, dropping eternal homocodes on their regulation movement,
the glistening regularity of the triangle, surged upon itself to the extent of finitude
the movement
the staging of the march

upon entry : the past expense. the straight man sees the female, the yolk in his eye
ferments, she poses for him in his shirt
yes. they rest. arrest. they watch.
the homophobes will march to the long end of the ocean, until the end of murder,
this loneliness, this conservative moment, an initiation to the sun.
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JONTY TIPLADY & IAN HEAMES

Flowers ask themselves to sleep. Slow language
migrates like a wounded security guard
into the hallway. But I was weeping for someone else.
This late in the day I spend most of my time asleep
at the power plant. I think I am in danger
of becoming someone else.
I know of many parties because of the internet.
(This is my argument for the hill of bones.)
If I stay here long enough there will be a party
to wipe up all of this:
the comic Sanskrit grasslands information
chrysalis, the infinite sex injury Guggenheim
pop-up space re-make, here in the white
center of New York, where burgers are healing dreams.

Future children, not ruining the streets,
let’s re-make the Twin Towers exactly as they were
but this time in Chile. I went to paste.
The onus is on us to accomplish and not merely
to affirm or rearrange. Hero
put on Leander’s robe. She asked about my old job
in the heart of the City. I went to paste.
Who are these men you seek? Then I realized
you are not life, you are retired
from Microsoft and merely stealing
through the engine.
Our simple lips, impatient with the war
on drugs, have a lot to waste. Of course
I have not seen Steve Jobs since Microsoft.
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RACHEL WARRINER

from The Self Sufficiency Handbook
1. Breaking the Circle

You’re paid to do this: improve me.

Ah Beauty!
Out pan along
this sharp focus sunrise
my land
light & aired
That drive away from the city
dramatized with
sharp cuts
& pigsblood
our standout-move-forward
Sweet legibility
redbrick hard work
there in this new future
we all clean the earth
put paid to marstrike
Following the way
this • is • forward
we strive &
strive hard
breaking out it
This real and abiding asset
this move
this shelter
displace that artifice
those forms of life
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JULIEN D’ABRIGEON

from Sombre aux abords
Cette nuit a quelque chose,
de spécial.
Je peux la toucher, je la sens, elle vibre, c’est une nuit qui vibre, d’un noir vibrant et
dur, dur et mou et chaud, une nuit solide, en pure matière de nuit, le soir est palpable,
cette nuit est une chose, une chose chaude et molle, on peut la pénétrer, et, dedans,
une fois dans la chose chaude et molle, dedans le chaud de la nuit, dans cette chose, il
y a le chaud de la nuit qui enveloppe, comme un flan, un flan chaud de nuit, une pâte
moelleuse, qui enrobe, une sorte de silicone noir, qui nous englobe, qui colle et fait le
tour de nous, une mousse expansive, mais on peut respirer dans cette chose nuit, on est
enveloppé par le noir, il épouse parfaitement nos formes et permet les mouvements. Je
me meus dans le chaud de cette chose nuit et j’ai beau ne rien voir, on ne peut rien y
voir, c’est opaque et compact, la lumière est bannie, j’ai beau ne rien pouvoir voir, je
me meus lentement, en sécurité, je ne peux tomber, tout m’entoure et me tiens, debout,
je peux peut-être même quitter le sol et prendre appui sur la nuit pour m’élever en elle.
Je le peux. Je viens d’essayer, je le peux, je marche, si je soulève le genou et que je pose
le pied en l’air, sur la nuit, je peux monter un peu, soutenu par la chose de la nuit, et
grimper un peu, en l’air de quelques mètres, et glisser dans la nuit qui est dure, chaude,
et brillante, oui, je sais, c’est étrange car il n’y a nulle lumière, mais elle brille, on ne le
voit pas, mais on le sent que c’est lisse à briller, ça ne peut être mat, ni rugueux, non,
ça glisse et ça retient, ce truc de la nuit, c’est pas mal comme machin, cette nuit molle
et mobile, j’évolue bien là dedans, je me sens à l’aise, et rien ne presse, rien ne presse
plus. On progresse calmement, on regarde à droite à gauche, tout est tiède et lent,
quelque chose nous porte, on se sent totalement approprié pour cette chose qui dans la
nuit, fait que la nuit est nuit.
•
Les rues sont des couloirs. Marche, marche, marlboro, marche, les épaules contre le
vent, marche, marche, marlboro, marlboro, marche, marlboro, marlboro, marlboro. À
chaque pas se rapproche le jour, et le froid fouette. Les mains partent se réchauffer dans
les poches, pendant que derrière les lèvres glacées brûle la gorge. Les pommettes se
glacent et le nez picote, coule, sous les fumées. Mécanique, marche, marlboro, marche.
La cimenterie pointe son nez, giclée de néons dans l’obscur. Des phares et
marlboro marchent les gars qui sortent d’un peu partout, convergent vers l’usine,
marlboro, marlboro, marchent, le frimas de rigueur enfouissant aussi leurs mains au
fond de poches de chaleur, marchent, marchent, marlboro. L’odeur du tabac se fond
dans l’âpre rappel de la poussière à venir, qui colle déjà, marlboro marche. Le portail.
Passé, la pointeuse et le contremaître en comité, accueillent glacé.
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Les néons se succèdent, tracent des lignes. Des couloirs, des entrées, des portes,
des couloirs et des compartiments se dispersent, répartis par ci, par là. Par là, la machine
à café, désertée, les gars ont leur cafetière. Par ici, les placards, les casiers, par là, les
bureaux, et, par là, les casiers.
Au bout, en bleu, le travail. Il enfile son bleu, assure. Baille un coup, décrispe
le cou coincé. Puis le père serre silencieusement des mains, des mains qui comme les
siennes, grosses et raides, râpent, minérales. Les gars savent qu’ils parleront plutôt
plus tard. Ils clopent et crachent, cachent clopin à leurs copains clopant leurs éclopages,
patte traînée en douce, il ne faut plus paraître faible, les épées suspendues tomberaient
à la prochaine restructuration, trop vieux, inutile, nous vous remercions pour toutes ces
années sacrifiées à l’Entreprise, dégage maintenant !
•
Je suis né ainsi, pour partir et rouler, m’échapper de ce manque de pot. Parti de rien, je
n’ai rien à perdre, et je ne veux rien, ni personne, je ne pourrais que les perdre, encore.
La seule chose que je veux gagner, ce sont ces courses, car une fois gagnées, elles
s’évaporent, et les gagnants restent des losers.
Et cette nuit,

Cette nuit,

cette nuit.
cette nuit.

Cette nuit, je le sens bien, tout va comme il faut,
cette nuit.
Tout va. Le revêtement de la rue est impeccable, dense enrobé drainant, couche
bitumineuse rapide et silencieuse. La gomme accrochera et, dès le départ donné, je
serai déjà loin, loin d’eux, devant, plancher collé au pied au, ils seront bouches
bées et babas, plantés dès le départ, donné une fois pour toutes.
La nuit, cette nuit est une de ces rares nuits d’été où une température idéale
nous porte, bois flottés, en son sein. Les T-shirts suffisent. Tout va. Rien n’accroche ou
n’attache. Les chaleurs diurnes sont déjà loin, le bitume attendri nous attend. Tout va,
tout est bien, tout est fait pour rouler, cette nuit, véloces dans les rues, rodéos idéaux.
Nous prenons les rues et les boulevards. Crissons aux virages. Pilotes émérites,
on ne connaît ni les feux, ni les sens interdits. On se donne un point de départ, un
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point d’arrivée. À nous de tracer notre trajet, de définir notre itinéraire. Les cartes sont
calées, les lieux repérés. Je sais évaluer les obstacles, les fausses bonnes idées. Les rues
trop étroites peuvent vite ralentir, et nous, ce que l’on veut, c’est foncer dans la nuit.
Cette nuit,
cette nuit.
Nous prenons tout ce qui est bon à prendre. Nous nous faisons larrons de toute
occasion. Nous avons parcouru tout le nord, Picardie, Pas de Calais, intrépides. Nos
machines ont tout vu. Certaines y sont passées. Une rouge Giulietta, belle Alfa Roméo
périt en rodéo percutée par un plot. Elle a fini en pièces, détachées une à une. On ne
s’attache plus à rien et rien ne nous attache.
Dès que la vraie nuit tombe, les boulevards se vident, plus rien, par chez nous,
ne sortira de nouveau avant l’aube. La nuit est à nous. Elle est là pour nous seuls,
s’offre à la vitesse, afin qu’on la traverse. Nous passerons la nuit à la traverser, se
coursant sans répit, balançant centripètes les machines depuis les centres-villes au delà
des périphériques.
•
Je me plante.
Pour ne pas faillir.
Elle déplace mon regard. Elle passe, me toise, se marre, et met la chambre en
mouvement, ce qui semblait fixe s’ébranle. A moitié coiffée, maquillée, elle arrache
chaque espace de mon regard, je ne peux voir rien d’autre. Je ne sais comment elle
fait, ce qu’elle a, ce qu’elle est, pour réussir cela. Je veux jouer le mâle, prépare mon
assurance. J’ai rodé mille fois mon rôle dans tous les petits bleds, rejoué la scène
jusqu’aux prolongations, je me plante et voilà. Tout fait fuittt. Son regard évident, sa
belle voix brune et grave et me voilà penaud, ne pas le faire voir, tenir tête aux Brando.
La clope se délite. Elle se baisse, lève les yeux, je les baisse : je n’arrive jamais à la
fixer en face, son cou descend trop bas, j’ai beau faire des efforts, la fixer, ça se voit,
je m’accroche à ses yeux, mais ça glisse sans cesse, malgré moi, elle, elle en sourit, se
moque de ma gêne, devant tous ces posters, je me sens un bon con, elle le sait et glisse,
au passage, un baiser. Je ne le vois pas venir, dans le cou, par derrière, puis, en trois pas
très zarbs, là voilà déjà à la table, écrasant son mégot. - Viens là, banane.
Il me faut bouger, mais quoi faire ? Le moindre mouvement me semble tout
minable. Je quitte mon manteau et m’allume une clope, ça me semble pas mal. Elle
approche / eh oh / elle la balance par terre encore toute fraîche. Elle avance, se plaque,
me fixe.
Tout s’arrête alors.
Le cœur et le temps,
la peur et les plans,
la gêne et le jeu,
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l’horloge et la clope,
la minuterie, le soleil,
les doutes et l’enfance,
elle et moi.
Elle se plaque,
elle me fixe.
Tout s’arrête alors.
Alors.
Alors.
Doucement
pas à pas
lentement
peu à peu
Calmement
de mes bras
patiemment
à ses bras
mon corps contre
son corps contre
un regard
son regard
tout s’arrête alors.
Alors.
Alors,
Alors, nos lèvres se touchent - heurtent, se collent et s’ouvrent, frottent les
langues qui tournent et s’emballent, s’emballent, s’emballent, s’emballent, s’emballent
et tournent chaudes entraînant les mentons qui collent se décollent se recollent et les
pulls qui font barrage et le cœur qui, le sang qui s’emballe et qui frappe oxygéné gorgé
il monte frappe au cerveau qui se gorge s’emballe et siffle et le sang frappe à exploser
les veines, il veut sortir s’échapper libre partir, prendre la route lui aussi, accélérer sans
limite, aller où bon le mène, traverser les vaisseaux envahir le corps de sa vitesse et
siffler au cerveau et frapper au cœur et emballer la machine et crever les plafonds et
souffler dans les bronches et siffler les oreilles et frapper la cervelle et battre dans les
tempes et tourner dans le corps et taper dans la cage et rougir dans les joues et chauffer
les frissons et rebattre et frapper et taper et crever et aller envahir emballer et souffler
traverser remonter et tourner la langue dans la sienne ou la mienne et la sienne et
tourner s’emballer s’enfoncer plus avant foncer droit devant, droit devant ne faire que
courir, foncer sans réfléchir pour m’enfoncer toujours, vers la lumière aveuglé, foncer
contre ses phares, bondir contre, figé et pris dans, toujours plus avant dans, ses yeux.
Qu’elle ferme.
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JOSH STANLEY

The first face this face saw was entitlement
blasted like a future comrade the wall
of possibles I have had each line I
wanted stranger you haven’t lost boss
amid the alien corn where the fields
of who I’m going to be begin
a sparkler can in part burn through the memories
while the human crowd drums the glass door down.
But I will never forget this face
or a single moment of the foot it put down
beneficently on generosity, frying in
the ice for the love of this face
and its crashed privilege down
to the stars of desire in toothpaste
this face will always shine for you
across the real life and doors.
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IRUM FAZAL

“seven plays”+ song lyrics
1. there are six of these equally exploited
i’ve got a one-way ticket, to damascus baby,
a pair. bloody moon carved again
2. “i stand correct” and zero hours mother,
don’t show me that, please.
i know you perspire, i know.
3. calling . . .
4. and had We willed,
[minute cramp] there is a flicker of
recognition in her left iris, there.
take care,
5. he has two hands of his own
i have some friends coming over today, later on.
6. i’d love to know your mineral content.
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Practiced at acts of love and care, stay at home, unacknowledged producer there, society reproduces you
in this still small space, in each little bit of sick and piss in love, the maintenance of a workable life-private
sphere away from ‘work’ as such, none other than your duty, bare slave to the rhythm. It is thus

Given that I want to save the trees above everything, fitting every organ into the holes in the tables provided,
doing everything that will make a good life a dream come true, just say yes. It would seem foolish not to accept.
Do this, and you could be a winner too. Do this, then, in memory of a speedy responsive need, checking the age
of the spirit level before it dies like the rest of our doubt, the smashed-up fragments of political clout.
Full of hubris, but having the most attractive weapons plan, vote everyday. ALWAYS FANTASIZE.
Afraid of a life of anonymity, believing and breathing, rising and falling, standing and sitting,
blocking the world’s most famous sunrise, drinking in the scene, which revolutionary are YOU most like?
Blow a gasket with a poem, associating words, immeasurably diminished, immeasurably disturbed, everything
goes into my tiny heart. Poets are a joke that isn’t even funny, haphazardly worried about strategy,
deciding not to join the party, losing their bikes and walking for minutes or months or years, all at sea.
It’s NOT a pilgrimage, it’s a WALK. We write about labour because we don’t like work, tipped for sarcasm
by the most truly dionysiac man I have ever known, a radio host. The radio punches back. It’s the old songs
I like the best, sitting here, pretending to have read Brecht, speaking and reading only with the dead.
The trouble is, you beginto believe your jokes to be true, turn them into any theory that will do for life-description
exaggerated into second place. The function of my words is to memorialize the speech of my friends, the essence-dreck
spat out in all foolish inclusion made out to be a stand-by law. None of this is provisional, legislating the world,
only everything I think will change, I will try out every position and come to believe the rhetoric I inhabit now
inhabiting my self, not knowing the truth of any of this until I do it, and do it wrong, gone for a song, leading
innovation and matching any careless intimate concern with things I really do believe I want to believe in.

DAVID GRUNDY

LOVE IS A DANGEROUS NECESSITY

The pedals go soft and fall off under your feet. I climbed from the passenger seat,
but my feet got stuck, building a big table for everyone to sit at, for everyone to sit up,
and it’s TOO TALL, you can see everyone’s souls. Never wear shoes! Who cares?
In literary criticism, bogus or bourgeois, bogus and bourgeois, one grand circle jerk,
the joy of texts. Allusion and internal coherence against any imposed outside, illusion.
No ONE listens. Who responds to agit-prop at the gates of the speculatively-constructed factory gate?
Stay hard, stay left. Passion is not objectively reactionary enough. Reaction is not objectively passive but the
ACTIVE promotion of pernicious ideological complicity in a cohesive system of the reinforcement of orders,
the internalized imposition of control. But still you still were there, banging your table on the table,
recalling the redness of the bright star that had really been in ascent over the whole of China,
the happiness and the revolutionary fervour of the Chinese peasantry. You were awful at teaching the consumer rich,
according to the consumer rich, in the market for sexual harassment, 60% of the users of the library, stacked. Sitting by the
wall, watching people go in, casually rampant admirers of selected surprise examples of the female intellect, defending
themselves with timeless examples from novelists of old, good men who try hard but young women insist it all to be
ideologically suspect. But in fact someone killed themselves because of YOU, and YOU, and YOU. I will start a world-wide
militant feminist solidarity group with baseball bats and sub-machine guns, holding hostages and making demands,
modelling myself on liberation struggles of old. I say these things because they make me feel good.
I said that too loudly by the wall, blinking my eye, unable not to want to be seen.

COMPLETELY LOGICAL for me to murder every rich child you place before me for care, dipping
each foot in a bath of acid, premeditated crimes of passion like the employment you employ me for,
labour in vain. ALWAYS INFANTICIDE. When will people stop universalizing love?
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Let’s use time limits to make shit together, capitalist defecators in friendship making that shit gleam.
Clean as a whistle, having neither eaten nor drunk for 70 years, the host of loves I have made enter
into myself, and eaten them up in and as myself, it is a perfect image, digestion and good incorporative
building of self, with waste emanation in private parts of the world dumped as anality and moral evil,
corrected with and hidden by a focal straight line passes over and amplifies the shame-fascination
of all that polished gleaming glitter smell, accumulating shitty gold hidden and displaced, the dark star you are.

It can stay perfect as long as it is not exposed.

Mocking and not treating a human life, as a human life, inevitable that these lives would stammer and be seen as stupid,
or as a token idol paid reverse courtship in false friendship for guilt outreach out-stretched: I want to pay you for all
you mean to me, imbuing you with requisite human dignity, using you for the furthering of human destiny. For
Love is a dangerous necessity, a difficult extended and tenuous basis for any life to be lived through and to
go on, no shit, clean hands know themselves morally pure, frozen in the act of impotent murder, bleeding and
embarrassed all over the old clean floor.

Experienced wholly as a moving bit of physical comedy, tripping over the leashes of two fighting dogs, I might
hit my head and die, well loved by none or all; to work as birth, a man of pain or affliction operating implements
as physical toil, talking about nothing else than my master in moments of intimate concern and conversation afforded,
praying by the side of the road, offering labour and prayer in earnest despair and firm belief in and to the one who is
superior, held hostage by this work in detachment from any result the target tells you you’ve hit, and product held up
so brightly lit, creating and being value in your self but held hostage to your mean self meaning any other unit
on the shelf, recompense-paid, utterly grateful for ANY ransom as wage.
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23-24.03.14 (additions 02.04.14)

I have performed a trick on eight dogs, taking no make-up selfies to beat the cancer of their spreading flesh.
You end up just narrating life, as if that was life, what life is and was. One thing happened, then another, then another.
Things are confusing! But you MUST be more than what you are, meeting some internet human-as-porn and watching
cartoons where life is as simply violent as the most basic of magical impulses turning wishes to dreams to complete
self-excoriation actually visceral but without consequences, as if living forever, not trying to act ON what you know
you are acting AS, in the world; I NEED you to hurt me as badly as anything I can ever say, I mean ABSOLUTELY
there is NO REASON why anyone would EVER love you, or me, or anyone else, why should they.
I cannot believe we would even know the time of day together, one timing breathing when the other is not even aware,
self-abnegation powered in, in basic rhythm, something as basic as in proximate distance just existing. Do you agree
that the human impulse is basically tender after repugnance repulsion, the stage passed through, endless work ending,
hidden away in the woods or otherwise introjecting, turning every other thing into furniture in the room in my
head-spinning domestic enclave, each projection shadow clapping until the slow speech ends in death for all and sundry,
specific as the number called that is called your own, the enjoyment lottery of NOT getting that number and of going
home empty as you know the world really to be, the ever-expanding cup. NO ONE is EVER really alone; I WILL
find that plane for you, and announce its location before we perform ANY act of exclusive love songs for the privileged
few, with money to cry on their cheeks, the moist sound of raindrop preludes to another newly universalized misery of need,
the beautiful cringing sweat-glands and blood-banks of rows and rows of ranks of meat. Love is a dangerous necessity,
don’t ever stay on your feet, later we will check all these things up in the dictionary of accumulated human
wisdom and history, knowing the class basis of everything and the right way to morally be, how to reconcile
ourselves to the transience of life, from organism as orgasm to bodily decay; but for now be as abject or
the best you can possibly ever be, knowing that your poem knows or could know more than you
and be infinitely free; and, in spite of EVERYTHING, join me.
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ANON

** 10 / 02 / 12
my jo, whenever bosses must
let me go you jump on.
let it be known our WC
does not flush but boils for Liptons.
heart turns oval in its attack & yet
my leg cannot break
unless simultaneously you break yours.
note the falcon of our broken legs
[drops in the forest like a stone

** 01 / 09 / 10
or like a german legend,
& the slenderer,
uglier one (his sole sovereign bosom accomplice)
nursing his kerchief aloft
& his inbeing effluvium
o’er grasses whereto he
is allergic
(ha (we hate him)) & reconsidering his metier
& estimating his ebb
so late in the day in curses & sneezes

** 29 / 08 / 11
a vile girdiron square | wooded with
barely legible logometric doggerel |
like a german riddle
about : two evil ogres who sometimes quarrel
till the big handsome one cuffs all the other’s
nose blood out & quaffs | but who mostly kiss,
bedevil us, mash our bones & loom in a duet
mashing our loved ones’s bones whilst we watch
the small ugly one, who could mutiny, & who looks halfway starved, do it
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** 30 / 08 / 11
woundman was a poxies
teaches it is ok to love | in so few cases
it isn’t |
I can tie my shoelaces,
clear all the crap out of my room,
blow trumpets like cock succour
estimate sovereign ebb in curses &
count out in numbers the front
to love & be loved holds against
to fall in love again

** 16 / 04 / 14
the loo where nothing is true

** for colin & tom
& Gideons & daddy what you do in the riots *
according to this gig I read
run from ingratitude,
wolves love leg room
it is their minimum wage. I more
was nimbus of my wedgie,
ambassador in a fever
groping greyfriars’ bobbies gargoyles out of
every london bollard, & small
building | loyal & guaranteeing to all
clothes from George | veal medallions
| forwarded doon tha guid yins’s teeth
by tha fower winds & tawny tubers whit
zephyrs drag oot tae vegan comrades.
I am not a poetato. lustre of phones’
cores emberous & is that a colossus in your
colostomy bag or are you
just the lolcat who created colin’s embrace
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** for cg
gi franchise tae tory MPs! | context wis : else gaffers,
jis gaffers, thru whas Masters courses Corrs corses course, jis gaffers ken,
takin empties | like Chessmen | jis pot collector gaffers en dis
“totsiens” tae ons se
La Roux after Auschwitz ek-en-ek Apartheid jizz faggers’s shivering
trance & t*ing
like the store I go to for bananas & grape fruit
bids me adieu carrying plantain & oranges,
go on (go on), go on (go on), come on, leave
me breathless,
& I flourish a map about a block from my house,
& work out on their forecourts banks are closed
on bank holiday mondays but I make bare art
& I think a lot about somet*ing we can do one day.
they say “it gets better” & then you say “it gets *ucking amazing” |
like in front
my acoustic legs of and my and your in love like aphex twin*s

SARA wINTZ
everyone is entitled to youth
everybody is just walking around carrying issues on the insides of themselves,
confounded by expressions of desire
everybody is just wanting a little bit of belonging
how did we attach to words like ecology?
baby in the cherry blossoms in front of the temescal acupuncture clinic
about naming
about the operation of seeing oneself as part of a group
and to identify
oneself as so
about the idea of a gown, to address one’s surroundings
like uniform
to say one belongs to a place alone or with other people
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in words it is harder
how to say a feeling beyond the face?
expectorate and ooze self
identity like sludge
like slime that oozes
people stagger home sometimes, after saying what it is that they wanted:
a partner a lover a companion
a partner to share one’s lack of knowledge with
while absorbing the essential vocabulary
minor details that trigger wild feelings
passed to someone else
in terror of being oneself out like boogey-man, on parade, to music
•
i don’t know, and even that feels liberating to say it
i don’t know into the soft moonlight, into the hills like a western
into the soft skin of some cactuses goes aloe vera, easy does it, into the sky goes the
moon. into the streets go the people
into the window goes the yellow into the grass goes green
into the hills goes the faded golden brush
into the brush go flowers
•
my grandparents left classical music on on the radio while we slept
when i hear brahms i think about the way that they said ‘good night’
before we walked away from the living room in our pajamas to sleep
about the multiple complex conversations going on within a moment
the way that the air around a person shifts, the way that they adjust the air
and thinking about a memory, the way that a memory feels
alone and then surrounded by other memories
people take all the time in the universe
slowly making commitments to the sounds of their voices
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DANIEL REMEIN

from A Treatise on the Installation
of the Marvelous for Prestigious
Museums
canto 13
we will need to address cities
if we continue with canto
for all the succeeding sections
we begin with future circles
obey all radio silence
fauns, hills, birch, sand utopia
a small unit of agreement
with minerals and knives and nouns.
i thought the blade was out.
a lesson for the commissar.
unable to eat unable
to touch pageants of snow-pilgrims.
i loved you at the colony.
the sign on the road reads distance
and beasts without titles or eyes.
we follow your loss to cities,
we imagine hills and edits.

canto 17
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segments and enunciative
unseen enemy memory
unmuscle the cup spilled out like
light in paper woven from films

look here at our new museum.
dizzy and out of feelings
to pedagogy a coat of
knowledge is for cutting fine sites
unbridge the sides and the secret.
look here at our new museum,
provincial memeory losing
all the caress of video.
do not leave the colony on
foot. the museum is opaque.
the revolutionary state
glassed up breakups barges help with words.
it is your nature. you dress well.
if you want a reason to read
then propel our here from one
event to another opaque
wood shaft of the steel axe that flat
receptor of what happens next.

from The Leak
still working backwards
in the notebook up
the upstate
for fireside. if you
were president fuck
you. if I were a
lawyer I’d
fuck you if
brake jump
the out
lying cradle
dip the last heel
& go gather some
berries for Lowell Duckert, Assistant Professor
of Early Modern Literature,
Department of English, West
Virginia University
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DANNY HAYWARD

THE CARTOON SPINOZA
1. The National Audit Office talks about ‘flows’ of claimants,
moving in their hundreds of thousands through thick sleet under
gas light in the Pleistocene epoch. Meet Sharon. Sharon lifts a
unit of high quality lithopone within inches of nine drums of
Malaysian sports accessories, to the obvious displeasure of the
Republic of Ireland, which lodges a complaint in a doss house
fallen down the back of Berkshire +/- Sharon who each year
extracts from herself three percent more labour, beginning
from a baseline of one hour of absolute time as per a note left
unread by her departed father in June 2013 as the Commons
Committee on Health and Pensions met to discuss an overflow
of guaranteed jobs for pensioners aged 12–16 burnt out on a
sugar plantation in Argentina after four years she meets Hugh
over lunch in a power station yet to be built with an income
guarantee for the contractor will I get up this morning and find
it is lighter than usual. There is something I want to describe.
When I sit here, the fundamental regularities of the world feel
far away from me, it is possible not even to care about this,
the pre-Romanticism seems to bend somehow in the breeze as
it curves towards its mid-year high. Kick my teeth in with a
shovel. If we gather up all of the hopelessness, the despair, the
misdirected rage, the hatred for the impediments we speak to,
the anxiety, the indifference to the flesh of the world, the easy
cynicism, the need to be different, to be larger or stronger or
faster, or even just to be final, to come last; and if we overcome
the fear that who we are is broken, skewed, violent or hurtful,
that our desires are imperial or only partial, that our history is
a cruelty we should bury, that our partiality is a stain that we
should wash out, so as to hold out our stumps to the world,
and cover them in mud, and go into the wilderness, and put
our head in the oven, forgetting to use the Teflon glove, will
that make communism easier to achieve, or harder, or both,
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or neither, and for whom? And how is it after all that we can
learn to settle for a part, when all that we want is the whole,
when we’ve been at it for years, taking our clothes off, slicing
away our limbs, shaking our brains out, discarding our fingers,
ripping away our auricular nerves, compressing our eyeballs,
trying to fit the whole of ourselves into that bit of the whole
that we imagine we can fill up, until the last vanishing strip of
interior tissue is all that’s left, until even that’s gone, so that
all we have is the mathematical nullity of our immortal soul,
an unextended point, propped up on the crutches of a twin
vertex in a whirlwind of abstractions, until we find that even
that is too much, if at all, but not what we expected, in order to
spend millennia trying to get a mathematical entity between
our fingernails, or our teeth, both of which ceased to exist
long ago, but who cares, since isn’t it clear that absolute space
and time would be the first things to go, back when we first
wanted to get to the front of the queue, just before we started
to cut ourselves up to size, Hugh, don’t you remember?
2. Using a power loom, the veteran scripts are lowered through
the roof at 9 a.m. yesterday under cover of small homeowners.
Military engineering came before civil engineering, says
Pashukanis, kicking his foot against the DGAT2-type Enzyme,
or was he stroking it? What? Someone’s head begins to
execute an arbitrary remote shell command in a dark bunker
somewhere unlike what the script it was programmed somehow
to carry out had led me somewhat to anticipate, triggering a
spike in mis-selling litigation that I force into Pashukanis’s
sternum as if it were an ice pick and Pashukanis were Trotsky
and the act of forcing was a bass note in the opening bar of a
tune UBS uses to advertise its pension schemes and as if the
article ‘a’ were a continuous track tractor and the fixed gap
of perceptible white space between the article and the noun
were a period of around forty years of history during which
new developments in the exact sciences began to find their
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market applications, and as if the tail in the ISO Latin letter
‘p’ were a vector in a graph indicating the total rise in global
population from 5.5 to around 7.1 billion including a rise of
the total global workforce to around 3.1 billion, so that if you
take up all of these Homeric reference relations and shake
them vigorously you get a period between c. 1975 and c.
2015 in which gene modification comes online and facilitates
the production of pesticide resistant soy crops creating
opportunities for profitable land clearances in whichever
‘developing’ economies provide the right conditions for
investment, leading, as if inevitably, to the expansion of the
total proportion of world food supply produced as commodities
for sale on a market, a development which in turn expands the
opportunities for profitable investment in homogeneous stable
food ‘inputs’ on global financial markets, I say, combing my
hair back while I look into the pillar of twisted salt on fire in
the wing mirror, feeling as if I too were leaning against the
balcony of the lecture hall of the Moscow Institute of Soviet
Law, which if you enter it into Google Image Search returns
only pictures of crabs, OK.
3. We don’t want to represent anyone, but we do want to be
them. Figure it out. You grow up working in a recycling unit in
Dharavi, processing waste products into commodities suitable
for resale, consumption, and disposal, recycling, resale,
consumption, and disposal, recycling, resale, consumption,
and disposal, etcetera, though you have a productive life of
eleven years or less, whichever comes first, in a downward
spiral of firsts ordinarily culminating with the platform version
of the second coming, all of that swinging between ropes and
climbing walls, leading to the IPO of the Punch & Judy matrix
on a wooden tech platform in the Californian Algeria, where
you get to your feet, amid the deep awestruck murmuring of
the crowd, beneath the diodes that flash in the mist, and you
venture your belief, that we must have failed to discover the
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special pleasures of our time, the universal spectacle, the new
form, panomorphic like an inflexible bonfire of obsidian pigs
in a gigantic crystal abattoir, more unrepresentative than the
rotten boroughs in Barnett Newman; more accessible than
the labour market after its disequilibria have been flattened
out beneath a tornado of crèches and ramps and subsidised
hemodialysis machines and rejection letters written in sputum
and mass mailed to the victims of strokes, you say, grasping
the handle of the zipwire with both hands, and leaping from
the stage and riding over the diodes and the fields of maize
and the whole churning turnover, gliding in ecstasy towards a
city of burning salt, which sinks inexorably into a disgusting
hill, built on the ice pick that’s stuck in your teeth.
4. Eventually we will be saved by the cartoon Spinoza.
5. This is a kind of reminder. I wrote it to be among you, using
whatever technologies I haven’t forgotten to rewind. There
are no more spheres now, no more generic divisions. There is
only this, the commodity society and its means of expression,
not divided up into ‘basis’ and ‘superstructure’, or ‘culture’
and ‘not-culture’, but joined, interlaced, like a lump of flesh
on the bone, giving its evidence before the Select Committee
beneath a setting sun made out of maladjusted ironing boards
set on fire by drifters from the outskirts of Gomorrah. This
is how it is. The pressure of our speech is directly economic;
the speed-up is blatant and aphasic. T.S Eliot said that we
have to create new pleasures now because he thought that the
new society already existed; but if you don’t believe that then
pleasure is still unavoidable, right down to the point where we
admit that politics is nothing but hunger, the purest kneejerk of
automatism. Is it? Everyone in the world is either accelerating
or ceasing to move altogether, Hugh, that’s why we started
this business.
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AMY DE’ATH

THE MOOD RABBIT
I bought into a hole in the roof
like divers 100th episode but you
can’t be sure
of any black hole
just like
back in the woods
is a plain snow cover-up.

HINTERLAND
If you paid for this mouth
you must feel it relates to
transformation. So that we might
develop in our sights a flaming I
can pay snow
for anything,
I can’t like it
for nothing.

LEMON IN EGYPT
I bought tampons, pantyLiners, eyes
shape of cruise missiles, levonorgestrelmy new-found aestheticism
forming decades of deep structure
for the purpose of the world
and for your love of homeopathy
that’s funny, isn’t it
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Millionaire’s Special*
A squash pool, a third-class inventory,
collapsible aesthetic reasons and an official
distress signal!
A bugler of roast beef required by the
British Board of Trade and
pâte de foie gras!
Three million rivets, a novel called
Futility, 8,000 cigars and
13 nautical miles.
Tender bodies placed in a curling
rink. Calls to the bridge or
hard-a-starboard
or other reports, other waters misplaced
in the nest’s binoculars or never
passed on or lowered
wireless like a shipping lane
brittle fracturing, angelic sections
& marine salvagers & builder’s archives & small artifacts & hull plates
& iron-eating microorganisms with rusticles for dinner

* Commissioned by Sophie Collis (Grade 6) for Titanic: a Poetry Anthology
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LISA JESCHKE & DAVID GRUNDY

A LOVE SONG FOR YOU.

WHEN YOU ARE DEAD. ON YOUR BED. IN YOUR HEAD.
CHRISTMAS
Bold as brass.
Wait.
Gate.
Rape.
Date.
Drug.
Hug.
Love.
SONG FOR CAMBRIDGE
Poverty, it smells of poverty.
POLITICAL LOVE POEM
Smiley Face.
Sad Face.
Arms Race.
Embrace.
xoxoxo
LOVE SONG
I thought my BOYFRIEND was REAL but he is VIRTUAL MONEY.
I thought our love was REAL but you’re a virtual honey.
Life is strange, so strange and funny.
SITCOM
Stone.
Alone.
Home.
Student loan.
Porn.
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RHYME
Rhyme pushed to the edge of reason.
Treason.
Freedom.
NATURE
I must go off line off Xanadu into the WORLD.
One day later I left my flat and encountered a whore in the shape of a woman.
The disease of woman, the plague, the pest, sex sex sex. Sex sex sex. Sex sex
sex sex sex. Hitler!
One sex later.
I am CONSTANTLY aroused by all these, sort of, CREATURES, around me.
Yesterday I encountered a cohort of pigs disguised as dogs, in a park
masquerading as nature.
And then I asked myself: Where IS that lion in the shape of vital chauvinist
energy? THE MAN WHO WAS AROUSED BY EVERYTHING. That man
who was defended by XXX who said that it must a great strain to be aroused
by any and all women you ever see before you, it must make it very hard to
function in life, it’s more like a disease, like the plague, the pest INSIDE you.
THE MAN WHO WAS AROUSED BY EVERYTHING had never said he
ENJOYED being aroused by everything. I mean, where IS he?
EVERYTHING is WOMAN, WOMAN is EVERYTHING!
21 CENTURY SONGS
Alarming.
Charming.
Nature.
Later.
Apocalypse.
Home.
Bone.
Crone.
Tome.
Doom.
Tomb.
Womb.
Spoon.
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Woman.
Moon.
Love.
Dove.
Flood.
Mud.
Eaten Up.
End.
YESTERDAY
Blablablablabla.
Blablablablabla.
Applause.
SIMONE WEIL: BITCH!
I must not eat
I must not sleep
I must be discrete
Though it end in defeat.
I love letters
I love the French Resistance
You only live once
And I must give up my life for All and for Everyone.
O reprimand my soul, the dirty abject soul of a Turkish ghetto bitch
I am all the poems
And they have fallen off
I want to destroy you.
GOOD NIGHT BRITAIN
Drag Queens: Are you LIBERALS?!
SONG FOR THE KINGDOM
The Union Jack is on my back.
It is a rag.
It is so sad.
The British flag.
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MEG FOULKES

FITS AND STARTS
Proper that you use the good words like
Comrade and sounding boards so tremendous
Liberty, the opposition of crass happy vistas in this
Head with a padded cell. The exaggeration is being
Interrogated, OK, before you say she always over
Bears in mind. It is true to amp up the meaning of
Your power, existing within the need given
Accolade, your careful prose, the interrelations of all
Housing greeds to gobble at our haunts.
Although you are so
Nice, for I could jump at
Putting purpose
To the lope of your
Limbs and the way you
Can wrap them.
They are so useless empty.
I am not blinking
The finding pitch
Is drowned with all the pulses
Migrant to where they belong
In my body is it this beating
Making you speak so low.
Although you are saying commitment
To work, the interplay of family love and your house
Being a ride out of here. Although you’re singing
This happening true, and it could be
True. The train leaves any minute. I am hearing I
Really couldn’t care less did you think we would
Actually hang out. Was the off chance of your
Resurrection meant to gem in the thick
Of my self? In a bag pops in the death
Of the possibility of friendship, for it seems to be something
You carry about from this far, as perfectly defined and
Wrappable. Shop with what you said, work with what you
Said, a little light exercise in a municipal recreation ground with
What you said and yet no less volume for its blares. You have been
Past the notion of no return, unlikely companion, and the more fiddling
Jinxes what remains of my appeal. Grim gammy nerve, the intention
With no fraction. I have not spoken for at least two years, although I seem
To be a similar whoever I was before. The redactions of my hopping from
Monochrome to else, who is the cast tonight, and so of course your mother
Bearing with you’ve made your bed now lie like you love your depression
In the bunk. Sometimes the deceits are spores and communicable, you swear
At night mount, like the horsemen mass outcrop before onslaught. The anticipation
Is worse than the charge. Skyglow against his shoulders’ hulk for hours, but I am meant
To be unable to do else, begin playing it as soon as wake. It is most usually easy to believe
In the characterisation except clapping your face and the superstitious plug I made fit
The chance.
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YOU ARE READING THE INTERNAL LEG
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LUCY BEYNON
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RICHARD OWENS

NOW THE SCREAMING STARTS
hypertrophic.

What solidarity was polite until
it was not—when we carried one another
on our backs until we did not but worked a case
more qualified social workers should have.
Something snapped—the children were never
taken into protective custody—our reuptake inhibitors
blocked transport but altered no chronic mood
what left us murderous under the stairs pawing for.
			
Marx is a reuptake inhibitor
but—fuck—there’s an app that threw me off my meds
and it presents itself as a Siqueiros mural but looks more
like that 2010 BMW Motorsports car designed
by Jeff Koons. After 53 laps the car was retired forever.
Elvis is a reuptake inhibitor. Before the Beatles
ran off to India to meditate with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Elvis travelled to Paris to perfect his roundhouse
with Tetsuji Murakami. The sound of a lark. He shook
hands with Nixon—what any honest man would do
in the interest of total transparency when the pretense
of an affinity for something different functioned to place us
further in harm’s way. Fallujah means nothing
apart from renewed interest in calf-grazing skirts floral
patterns and other spring fashions that encourage forgetting.
		
Pol Pot diluted our Mao. We fell
for the police who were only working people
to begin with—that job in corrections because it offered
benefits or what else was there given the choice
—this spring frenzy when pressing decisions yield to
the irrepressible logic of common sense solutions.
Utopia promises career opportunities. This is a good year
for merger activity—look at the League Tables:
kiosks and pretzel carts have little to no overhead at all
and I can’t blame you for surreptitiously adding
a used four-door sedan to your grocery list—children
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need to eat—priorities being what they are as
they are—this parable of just another idiot in the village.
		
Spring into action before interests
wane and fashion shifts toward something more agreeable.
Foxglove petals are toxic—a deeper music—Virgil
Thomson the mother of us all and all her saints
and an inextinguishable allegiance in me dies repeatedly
to love so true the State Fair for which they stand
apart from ambitions extraordinary in their puny desire
—an implacable overreaching congruent with
the irrepressible logic of common sense solutions.
I felt the bill of your baseball cap on the side of my neck
before you smashed that Mason jar against my face
for want of a viable common sense solution
and then we agreed—scars are marks of distinction
and you helped me wipe away the blood
and cuts don’t heal as quickly as when you’re a kid
—the advantage of spring—cherry blossoms
which ain’t toxic but never last so long as less attractive
phenomena—wipe the blood away—what a cliché
the staying power of this wildly overexpressed collagen.
		
Blossoms are a reuptake inhibitor
but—fuck—stay focused. Don’t let them distract us
more than they motivate us to not sleep
any longer than we need to since it leads us to believe
we been out cold like winter or the Cold War
which is over—and where are all the great
communist leaders—there are no communist leaders
and the buds signal a vacuum like the Volkswagen plant
in Chattanooga where pools of Confederate blood
gather in the garden to alert us to the number
of UNICEF workers that go missing in Knoxville
not Karachi. Senator Bob Corker of Tennessee
blames the UAW for the derelict state of Detroit and
in lieu of an assault rifle what ancient rite can
so giddily obliterate such puerile logics like a maypole.
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ADAM FLINT

Trickstar
“Ich bin kein Mensch,
Ich bin ein Hase” – JOSEPH BEUYS
Night bawd hurled to form
a future felt
where buck thorn shade caused
quick, cathartic
the fawn pelt to pass

It is apt
to dream of wats within these blanks
They are animal, shunning the dual
and are numen

(a hare over waves
is is
the glyph says)

From a sealed gin’s high inlet
weak weak and quartered
light falls and peters
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out before blood has
chance to balance out

Coursed blood clots
The watch over glaucous walls stops
eyes
cleared to breathe at gaze
rise
blazoned allumé

Suddenly dawn and coney
scuts brush the dewed bracts
the young light
scumbles

The young light
volant
inside the sacred nowhere-herne
lens and retina open
to adjourn

Dawn-tints dye the pads
loping over julep-gold
and guled hurst banks
the coldhoneyed glimpser
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Equal under lindens
a shining second threshold plies
itself this brilliant
or morning

Low turpin
cur in tow
greets another pilgrim bound
for the loose earth in leafeclipse
then kingcups

Couchant
in timorous hare-bells
blue as a mountain will stay
until the winter’s infant light
scant in eyes moults holy-white
the pelage

Cribs of shadow scrogs throw
rock when the breeze grows strong
two tuft-sitters opening
orchards of poison for song
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Not wanting to live in the species
the stories
age
wine becomes wine
and vice
versagain

Across a vale of water-poplar
Western colour fires crowns
Below the levels kine browse
new nerved leaves sprout
sleep
in space and future
growth at base of pollard
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SAMANTHA WALTON

Ordnance
a gun shot through the eye of a needle sieves the commonwealth
opening at daybreak, the high-throughput assay maps contours
tries to state its peace but just grunts, leaves a fat blue triangle
with a question mark on a sheet, has no sign for rock or bourie
the sequencer links up its pacemaker -- it will pump & beat for you
matching your rhythms like it’s sposed to. The craziest maps on the Google street view
feature show the clutter of explosion, a princess carriage braving the A1
a pissy lap & passed out drunks in rural Eden, until they don’t
until America stops getting wierder, mapping its dead online. Someone is retracing
its wierd steps instead, deleting its links now. It’s not the first conspiracy I’ve signed
up to today, it’s not. It’s frantic how I get in the mornings with the pain of
disrupting you. It’s my first response, responding to someone else’s tragedy
before shit/latte. Doing the work I do involves these two fingers and a thumb,
sometimes the other thumb, & I’m always leaving traces, but it doesn’t disrupt my morning
to know that from those gasps & snots you could string me out in hours,
why would it? I’ve no truck with the things I leave behind, why not photograph me
but when I’m dead take everything down, stop my bills & stop texting me
if you can. I’ll be with all those pale users in the cloud, filing Memorialize Account
or kind of still going strong in stem cells, my morning shit mocha living on
in your sperm perhaps: memorialised bad mornings. Isn’t it just amazing
to be human, who knows what we precipitate?
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Nuance: NaturallySpeaking
Wo be to you scrybes and pharises ypocrites,
for ye make clene the utter side off the cuppe
but within they are full of brybery and excesse
		
all i can think about is information
battery nucleosomes
helpfully repeating iteration, iteration
the sequence kept checking itself
runnin g in order
wrapped/ as it wraps
not so tight to burst
or loose to expose/ be exposed
to dangerous copyists
keeping the information quietly in check
’s your privilege, Transcriber
transcription at a rate of
60 (minutes) of taped speech rewards you
10 (pounds, per hour) or less
if too sloppily recalled
too snipppy & too quiet
making me angry
with your asides
footnotes
are indecent
aim for transparency
mutant sequence across phenotypes
makes genotype angry
aim for fast type
homology with
th pure sound only once made
no, distortion, no, nor interference
frayed end refrain
blocks out new
voices crisp and livid
capped frequencies do n’t
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let them decay
avoid needless repetition
fuses shorten:: some acceleration
has been reported
rare cells emerge from crisis
immortalized
in type by you
distorting into instability
transformative pathology
auto-type chaos
predictive inversion or deletion
lunt & fumous
energetic adipose tissue
clogging, suffocating
the sheer acoustics
sonic deterioration
to breakdown leads
alter the stability
underlying all
leading to
deficiency, instability
your bad ear, slow inaudible
fast, too fast and unclear
keep up
express everything
unword
utter
white tombs
filth and uncleanliness
stupid audio
dirty sound decaying in
lossy data
individual acoustics
losssy in the replay
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seqeunce: GO
match type to sound to syntax to
pressing glottis lungs & throat
swell phonetics, signifier to
signals, synaptic leap to
neural soma, volting through
ions fast-spiking & self
all unrepeatable, identical s equence

LILA MATSUMOTO

Got to Get Your Love
tizzy steals an airbag
from a truck rocking
a spike with a mullet.
my project packing nada
I shave your name into my skull
get hit with an egg or a jar ships
into unthought known
there but for the grace of no bobby
I’m a bush a bush a bush
			
no she didn’t edit// dope
		
congas and claps eggs on
   flame retardants       in my pants,
			
kitsch
satchel’s page //strikeout
		
whence
the terminator tells the entire kitchen staff to gather around
who’s he to say?
to tell us to do a stupid dance
				

<< instrumental for bashful >>

nevertheless,
I acknowledge your rucksack following
and the use of the obsession with sex
as a weapon against spiritual bankruptcy
we fill uncertain britches
with many kinds of cheesy comestibles
				
cheesy but not insurmountable
					
maybe an ego echo
						
I hosted the hell out of that tapas party!
							 even though you saw straight
							
through my lie.
						
whalebone on the mantel piece
							
not really from colonsay
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POCAHONTAS MILDEW

DISPERSAL ZONE
PREPARE TO GET SPRAYED APART
HEADLESS AT THE EGRESS POINT
THROWN INTO THE VERY FIRE
BORDERLINE FROZEN
RATTLING CANISTERS OF BLEACH HIGH-SPEED BENEATH A FOX PELT
SEPTAL HAIR FLECKED UP WITH COLOURANT HYPER-NEGATIVE
LET THEM EAT BANANA PEELS
BORIS IS ARCTIC
CHAINS OF FREE TEUTONIC ICE
EVERYWHERE BUT OFF OF HIM
THE PROPERTY OF HIS CORE IS THE POSSESSION OF NO STOMACH
CRAWLING FACE-LAST INTO THE TUNNELS OF IMPARTIAL OPULENCE
LEAVING MORE THAN ONE SKIN STICKING TO THE SHEETS
AS WE ARE IN DEBT TO EVERY JOB HE’LL EVER HAVE
AND THEY COOK FOR US THE LADDER OF HIS FUTURE DESCENT
WE STUDY THE MEANS OF UNBURNING IT
LEARNING THE POINTS OF ALL EGRESS
WHILE SLAVES VERRECKEN IN THE FOREGROUND
LIVING DEATH IS THE SCENARIO
SUBSIDIES FOR FALLING OFF THE PLANET
CLAMBERING BINS OF SHATTERED PLASTER
SCORES CUT ALONG THEIR FACES
BOILING RECKLESS BEYOND MEAT
EACH BLISTERING AND SPLIT ——
PREPARE TO GET SPRAYED APART
19 MARCH 2014
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PATRICE LUCHET

Non je ne dirais pas oui
Non je ne dirais pas oui quand les mots perdent leur sonorité pour
conserver que leur sens
Non je ne dirais pas oui quand certains usent du sens de ces mots
pour s’en mettre d’autres dans leur poche
Non je ne dirais pas oui quand les mots prononçaient en public sont
trahis, bafoués, corrompus alors qu’on avait donné sa parole
Non je ne dirais pas oui quand on ne tient pas sa parole ni promise
ni sa langue dans sa poche
Non je ne dirais pas oui quand certains s’en mettent plein les poches
et empochent plus que des mots
Non je ne dirais pas oui à tout ce qui est déjà en poche, déjà prêt,
déjà tout fait, du tout cuit
Non je ne dirais pas oui, qui l’eut cru, même s’il doit m’en cuire,
aux mots cent fois usés
Non je ne dirais pas oui aux mots censés être mis dans le bon sens
Non je ne dirais pas oui à ce que j’ouïe partout, en public, cette
parole sensée pourtant mais prête à porter
Non je ne dirais pas oui sans cela je ne tiendrais plus parole or j’y
tiens, à tenir parole en public, à prendre la parole, à la mettre sens
dessus dessous sans ouïe dire
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ED LUKER

Sacred Words.
I stand stretched out and wracked at the pinnacle of the dawn
		
ablaze in a morning song.
You here,		
in this movement,
The endless words that hold my captive soul
And the penitent throat dreams to be pure
as white
Bleach to the nostril of, you, the city worker who dreams to be
Pure as the dawn itself
and the possibility of landscape
Is the possibility of capital		
stripped into beads of
Floating tungsten as a base currency.
While you live it pleases to deface and the hydra at the gates
While you live a while shifts such that behind it lends your
Coupled nature to grace		
and the bedewed brow purges
Urging through the morn		
the ever baying juggernaut reborn
Rises in the accident, eclipsed by the shadowy bubble,
Bathing in the coarsest reprimand.
“I went down to know abasement
And mercurial was found upturned and hollowed out,
Eaten by a pack of savage digestifs,
A translucent holo-deck urged for sympathy’s sake
To stake my claim on the world stage of moralism,
And it pain’d me, at the very frisk of my vitalism,
To incur the world in such a way, yet the 51 gun men,
At my head clasped the threat as such, and to it I would turn.
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On each tiny vial
It was writ in barely
Intelligible script
‘How canst thou hear’
For merely five bones
Per annum, from here on
From it I drank and was consumed in vast fires
Singe in the air and now only breathe light white truth
Stepped on and off the plane
Into a rainbow cathect skyscraper,
Set down into the poverty jungle
Which was mere continuum:
A trans-historical architect
tonic, as if of God I had drunk.
Suddenly, but not, all objects were remote to my senses,
In orbit, like a cash nexus,
Light torpid particles of a sublative infinity
And in measure out of entropy
The law itself of my mind grew out of itself, I felt the
Objects were a being at one.
When I cast my eyes out upon them,
They were the corrugated folly of death
Steaming out a million lines of tiny factories,
With the blemished faces of Foxconn,
Burning in a cerebral mind melt of unhappiness,
No joy, no life but bare reproduction, sinewed into
A carousel of sameness which was merely lived above,
In the light of this, I cast myself a lesson and the promise
Grew within me to extinguish this misery,
And, I cherished aught opportunity to fatten upon it
The juggernaut must be halted and
No man shall any longer suffer from it.”
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You linger your neck a little while in that verse,
Accursed the head is merely demonstrative,
Throwing out the imperative and mercie is not thine to give,
For it is the passage and you stand ajudging, clear of policy:
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Think of a thousand silent tongues lashing
Crisp, indelible and you can’t but hear them,
Naught relinquishing the void to injure
Your happiness at the absence of voice.
Is it sometimes that you love to feel deeply
A sympathy for all erased and you cherish
With a violence where the exclusion is
Your comfort. Bring me lists of the dead,
Bring me the digitized memoirs of profit,
Place it aside this sun lounger and I shall
Fathom the sublime of an unimagined scale,
Throat the depths of real imaginations.
You cast a sideways glance to the dawn,
Place a little finger at the moistened glass,
Draw a breath in respite, cross your heart,
Dress the teary brow with hyssop and
Extract the passion of a deeply mined care,
An ever-pliant gestation of suffering.
A wish to strip the computed parts
Into the base movement of the day
The matter is the banded optic
And the place I rest on / a cosmic
Fire brandish the belly and the social
Division marches enwrapt your case
Alligned to the particular you you conjure
Across the infernal movement this to
The next waged departure and the dream
Is how much you suspend time and
It comes back to that point and pressure
Builds in but never as you the shining light
What ever way you gaze about for grace,
My filth and fault are ever in your face.

JOSEPH PERSAD

YAMANTAKA’S LOAFING TWIRL,
ITS PHAZE
3			
Kimono mirror coarse, eastern sun & lawn tint various
Discussions over the temple veranda, high pines & red lacquer
Outhouse – flaming piano dream talk – dial
Turn scores a chiselled line, effeminacy transistors
Skill gulls, remains near Edo. Water pails from
The valley, leaf canopies idle talk for the drift of
sun caught in heated battery melt fluid, strawy
Puddle suck jagged ribbons. Delicate lines, hold firm
To assimilate drips & coerce shades
		
outcrops eight fans
			
phaze III began scouring
		
graphics flaming side oats,
		
brats or eloquence skies
		
invitation. Pools banana
				peal coppice
Bent carcass. Comforts, shy lines
		
list fires & regulate traffic
By ancient scripts. Resource to libraries,
		
engraved Dominican glaze
As magazine liberation. Flip out & ◌
One new branch loops, the red pagoda
Stands to match stick blossoms on projections
		
for the first tier a child looks out and
Down the jetty stretches like an arm to cool waters, a distant
Shore with pines beyond. Four tracks over the hour’s line at Ueno
33
two functions
spiral over
		sand
capital
tomb
on a bridge
rays burst
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& align each ellipse
gin beret hieroglyph
there is good here
next to pillars
rain petals
lacquer
cornet
prisms
geometric
steel letters
may it serve you well		
333
Spheres descend in threes struck perpendicular, take
This brother. Priests willed into the fizz around the chest, the
Ear tremors cut out a threshold cycle. First
Acclimatise at least first acknowledge each cyborg
Chronometer palace, lazer etchings croak the
Fist crumbling tablets that descend on the kugyō
committed to peasant rengas, the craft
Without way. Grease banquets under pixel dust, or
Blossom flowering grounds for sobriety. Take your
blade atom splitter,
these technique reveries score
		
daily sacrifices and freewill offering
		
student limerence and flower presses,
		
harsh crypto fantasy strains
			
amoebean unconscious drifting
Spiral empathies encroaching the
		
Master, the Kōan revelation invertor when
Struck mines drug chords. Grid lines for a blood dipped
Glass harmonica fracture, stroked by digital rats
& now coppice peal, tremble
Spheres. Crystal torrents court
Supremacy & a draft sets in
		
with perfect guide under
Keel Movement bores its Haptic course fades as sun shrines to
Night hover Drenching carved out harmonic quality restriction
So little waste, quartet
Arrangements glaze
Screen fallout, Video 8.
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JOHN DEWITT

Loins That Were
Neil Pattison told me the age of Big Boys is over
I consequence
I consecrate and I spend
I weiner trampling the grass as the nomers charged
headlong at a million dollars and crabwise
down the abysmal dialogue
That sounds god
Logan decided with a blade.
But he ain’t no zeus in Fuck It Town
The kidney stones correct
at eleven the pronunciation of ed
Welcome to the Americas
Eli get your chutney
My written English is not too bad
to farm I need someone like you on a farm.
Coach me with an X to prefix the USA
Ah, to prefix the USA,
where I was not prepared to drown happy
and that did not go well.
However Mona tells me
I should fry
my fries
two times,
Sinbad is all wound up on dumps.
The farm slides off the Why Ming Dictionary
The desert soldier is getting high on leeway
and when void the diva in the bush does not object
I ask someone a sandwich.
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I got to get my shit and my friend and walk down the mountain hill.
Suburban pigeons from hermosa
heights have come for bone thugs
but is there any juice in the fridge?
Soviet moot goes down in history of manqualm.
Waiting for army fruit
big bitten disposed of several toots
its bloat in the commons and Suze juiced malta
have bandaids mutilated on an iceberg
but is there any juice in the fridge?
There’s Harding in a tank
thinking about teapot domes and his influence on the grooms
and Edmund good at golf.
Since Buck and columns fell down dodgers do funny things
These damn dodgers be staggering on the plains
Bills on deeds.
Go see a plain doctor
for when you see a buff dude
what do you see
a killing device
a beautiful manner
a padre
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JOE LUNA

A GREAT SADNESS
for Nat Otting
But my de-territorial charity Augenblick hangs in dream on the back of a tiger,
cuter than you ever could be, I was born for you in the meal of my happiness,
been laid bare before the enemy could even crawl, I invented lyric poetry and I
engender things. Terribly you obtain a preference. The encounter throbs inside
a .pkt of redeemable imperatives and you sound, briefly an account is snaking.
I even do that too, I remember being shown the walkthrough and you laughing,
everything is perhaps now unwieldy since two years ago my leg was Eric,
the significance of pop is not lovely whereas the name of that residual Pinocchio
is loved, and that alone is love simply, where love is the only name for either.
Perfectly a spastic boy-scout bruising is ridiculous, entirely inside out, I vomited.
I vomited not knowing how, every snake is an illusion but the sleep is real, not
finally regarding sleep is perfect. I am so scared unbuilt unicorn you read me,
gallivanting off into the equally unbuilt horizon, nominally daytime with a Y comes
in through the open window and arrives, I said that is wonderful, you will
definitely go. I am accusatively not yet over and I’m cute and I refuse to curse or be
Cursive. I am giving up on unicorns outside of song, the rest of them skip class
& sing OK, we dance inside an elevator, I heart you. Today an oriole is an ascent
Aquarius rising, the canny tumbler beneath a witless kaleidoscopic snowflake
and they are done, I invented lyric poetry for hermeneutics to survive, they’re
killing it. A million cops run down the street and poetry does nothing, it is over.
Sleep me in the final thread of our endeavour. Princess let me go back to the
ball, I can’t right now, it gives me shivers. When I saw you in the world that last
time it was awful, I vomited a forest, of stars, an egg cracked open on my skull,
the creamy universe of deep, tautologous extremism is winning in America the
fascicle pre-set is the ideally remunerated privilege of the brokenhearted, missing
Nothing, responsibly, accordingly, I reduce the significance of pop culture reference
to nil, Felix screaming barrels in a language, no more I don’t wanna be your stained
glass ASCII evidentiary, you better know exactly how much your peaches cost. In
pre-AOL hate-speech the signifier gathers speed not Adderall, want to go real
time bowling with everyone and buy them milkshakes, people eating skeleton cancer
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In the mouth ekes out a living on a lyric trust fund speaking self, helping humans
sleep. Lana tells me she is proud of me I feel like Disney. I vow never
again to use the words ‘indeed,’ ‘battery’ or ‘wall’ and everyone agrees intensely
tangible meta-next-level LCD adventure time sincerity but still we never have
gone bowling and maybe it’s too late. We don’t take each other’s poems anywhere.
Except here, I wish you still sung me Lieder, I invented lyric poetry for you again
this morning, when I woke up it was Spring, even morning is an excerpt from
another day extrapolated from the enormous novel The Great Sadness which is not
invented but implicitly betrayed, reading the selected works of all of you,
managing the party realistically forever doing cancer in the public world image
On Spring Break offering the point of no return: all the obnoxiously straight
white male poets shine bright in their extraordinary crypto-fascist superhero
love poems, a tiger disguised as a unicorn with Spring Break on his nose will be
an obvious inverted oriole recidivist curtailment glitch expansion set demanding
nothing less than being alive right now is the most important thing you’ll ever do.
Also I do that, what is a diamond doing in the chorus and the verse, propping up.
All day I do this, knowing the flood, examining the particulars, all of them and
I strike matches in the cave of morning, drink American tacos. You were so
beautiful that I was sick, things fall out of my mouth that way, but not like
cancer, whose realism in the final stage rings true as my un-cauterized ecstatic flop,
My gumshield of lapis lazuli. I’m holding out for dearest life, a donor on the side
of several vanilla milkshakes. We are the best people ever. It is that obvious if you
think about it, there is a reason we did not become involved in that horrific accident
we merely saw, my sincerity did this to me, some kind of King City wish
fulfilment will be dead soon is a good thing, breaking domination on the wheel.
Where do we go from here. In central earnest a great sadness flourishes like anything
that would do, is neither worse nor incommensurate, on the foothills of basic
passion a unicorn is wearing its own skin on the outside, pawing the earth with
ragged talons, drinking delicious wine, sending electronic letters to her friends;
the fact of life is utterly convincing, and presently the unicorn comes simply
To resemble the diaphanous transmutation of this brand new fact as life, freshen up
into inoperative believable declension, going out. The tenor of the bleeding heart
prestidigitator getting pwnd. From now on invigilates a pristine wipeout, heedless
unattractive blindfold, a pony on a balaclava ski-mask in a dream. We will never
publish any poems, or nobly do rescind a surreptitious blackout riot. Happy Birthday.
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❧

NICK-E MELVILLE

i love poetry but prefer sex
in the morning
we looked
at books of poetry
in the morning
you were naked
next to me
i had forgot
you didn’t want
to wear my t-shirt
because it smelled
i don’t know why
i gave you that one
there were clean ones
on the radiator
in my room
i woke up
you were naked
i wasn’t
i got up
for a fag
and looked
for a condom
just in case
but you woke up
put on
my papa’s old dressing gown
and that was that
breakfast is your favourite
meal of the day
there’s no rules
there’s rolls
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i gave you a banana
you pointed it at me
how do you say?
stick ‘em up
you said
it was one of the best
bananas you’ve had
better than
your bananas
i told you about the poem
i had just made up
i love poetry but prefer sex
in the morning
we looked
at books of poetry
in the vain hope
that it might lead somewhere
it didn’t
you said you would
write a poem
called a night with nicky melville
another
i said
i don’t want to be a poem
i want to be a person
who has sex
and doesn’t just look
at poetry books
i got up
to get
Ron Silliman’s
N/O
(spells no)
you asked why
cause i love poetry
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RYAN DOBRAN

Sun Cup
The sun curtains down the snowpack
In territory wish crossing the wind
The guild of smoke trims the ice
at counter info and on dream touch
if
you try to be cool again
it will break.
Like a thermistor threaded into lip
the acres beckon the homothermic waste
at the axe lifted against the outer rim
the screen rhymes with milk
the trees firm by counter-growth
at the limit in tatters at edge no grip.
You speak with the distance of empire
to read out the false with irony
and count the affronts waged against sloth
in battery of rhinestone faux, data cuts a shiny
star for an eye on the table, you count
the days since the field burns.
The version packaged with what numbers meant
the tuxedo blood and phantom glute noises
the axiology of peripatetic cash sculptors
you sit in an actress and stop to look around
at a farce tone shift the face bone drifts into ivory
that’s where the middle of the mall shit commences.
Into particle capture rate, the noggin kept framing the virus
as a series of contingent foes, each wet and squinched
into favorite anthems of the death drive lump
in your throat, follicles wave their sad hands
you spark into far and wide
		
believing
that I have switched proxies
that I now fabricate mental toys for norms
in spindle depth and awake with a slit fall redaction
there is nothing but
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A lonely threat hums through the cartridge
in mucus label as the abstractions salt out
the delirium
as a gift
you said was noble.

Office Down
Clock life shunts the data into subzero
you stand at the gate and salivate
you saw cancer flush out trick depot
and cauterize simple wounds from that study of affect
no one will read because your study
fattens heads in the DNA triumph of penile statuary
sulk up in new minimum wage efforts
spurned entirely if this were a romantic land you’d be dead
every time. The bridal parapet was too much
the provincial ape theories were not even close
to simplifying the grand face of Heimat where
hemoglobin packets await our justice as survival.
I’ve just punched in
can’t this wait until I stop my leg twitch?

Gloat Song
Like an Aryan rummed up for disgust
you accounted for all my bling and made my home wreck
transparent to all my friends after you took my car
and forgot to vacuum up.
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KID BIRDFLU

shot a dick up my daffodil
redepressant in the fruit
canoe who’s th fucking pirate
here lisping up the setback
i live in a cold white cloud it
is called England end up on
end-on-end nofun power up
yr DILF clocked a pop canary
in a seedbank ripped a bitcoin
in half faxed the pharaoh
oyasuminasai to the elf puke
you recall last decade we
fought for breeze foul breeze
you shot up the pacific dipped
in your kerosene honey trap
wait in fire glide out of touch
fucking on a satellite
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JEREMY HARDINGHAM

decapitalized
left aligned
timed writings
wild love. I started driving. the car is cold and tension. there are not a boy young
in the seat any no more. wait. waited for the lights to rearrange us in the vehicular
fontanel. where is nothing but that we really imagine it be an arena. don’t matter
it where you wear. of course I look better naked. repetitive held the signal on left
screaming right. clutch control. this was sent for from a long times ago. an exercise.
four minutes four seconds. within a company of others. and alone. always alone.
there were driving. streaks of light across the fontanel of roads. not wet yet. I started
the car at last. we went fair far. we run to the front and yell.
					2 minutes, with full-stops
ten minutes writing will yield what exactly this is not exactly automatic and there are
thereon stimuli the only rule-binding a back-step in which spelling is corrected by
hand as the writing goes along so not necessarily attended to afterwards there is thus
thusly an ongoing backlash backwards glancing and maybe even a twirl certainly
reconnoittres here and there and upward steps so that the processes of the movement
of the writing are not figurable as a walk in a unilinear directional velocity bicycles
of the city encumbered with wheels withal and that the secondary binding rule
boundary is that the writing is to continue until the bbc radio sound 2 o clock and
the end of the ten minutes there are no significant pauses for thought as it were so it
is not possible to deliberate except at currency and more than parallel proximity in
motion with the words themselves as they are written out on in upon so that there
may be seemingly arbitrary desginations as well as the returning main point conceit
although what may obtain is as we have it as we have had it there seems to be a
conscription and corruptive infraction of terminology of end point which determines
the limits of the possibility of the writing in that it is constrained to a time-limited
activity and there is also little room for punctuation as it falls out it is like tooth
decay in the grin of the lap of this writing currency out of the room since the objects
in the room and all of those that exist for us in our live sanctuaries of daytime
sunlight saving craven hours full of or filled with desiring as exceptionally rescinded
back across the ashes and dust of not enough motor-neural skill and species of agility
do not fuck that fuck together we are fucking fucking is itself the velocity of time
limit cathection reprimanded in the futurology of retrograde teleologies we speak
from experience and also from a nascent experience of faith-baseless ideologies
we reckon will be terminated on film like microfilm but film digitized into the
luminescence of dark dark dark colours select any range you like intoning vacuum
stares out
					10 minutes, with compounding hyphens
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this hand and foot: marmoreal: massive			
		
mine - o - mine - o - mine - o!									theirs
									nations knat of cableties
									branches twisting
									–tight & tighter still–
									industry steps back/
										surges forward

lunkish

humming a tune you’ve always known
beating a blood-drum
skimming off the surface
pulling you by your vestigial--

all :
		
expectancy without ending
		
down & ribbons
		warmth &
		a better class of pigeon										[bro-der-ie]

looking to the future
seizing machinery
harnessing motorforces
implicating NATURE
							is that they

III

SARAH HAYDEN

FROM GIVE US LABOR
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[but by night and on tiptoe and though its collar chimes it does

										
										

guided in the control of that which she always has possessed
she is

															& cookies & cookies & cookies
										
all:
ours.
			 in
time
			
three out of four users experienced one or more of the following modes
/shades of being:
				as factory
				as warehouse irregularly occupied
as field in which to grow good crops, bad crops, whatever crops that ground sees fit to give
				
as lab or other place for the spanglework of monsanto’s congerie//genmod4eva overcoming diversity

		...walking. sleeping. walking. sleeping. walking. staying. sleeping. staying. starting...]& now staring
		
															oedema
																	 gasps
															mucus
																	 gaps
															voluptuary
																	 fears
															mantilla
  flutters

											
so tunefully. and it’s one you know. one that sends you back to
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We make this [recommendation] not for our own sake alone, but for the succor of the race (O.S)

								polish the toe
									the big toe
								smile at your own reflection
								ache at its age & at its future
perfect.
																
				or spit on it
				& swallow & see

A SYSTEM OF__ FREE__ EDUCATION IS ESTABLISHED & ALL ITS STUDENTS LEARN TO CALL IT NURTURE

										she is
										taught the parable of the milk that turned

[ultracondign]

sent to the field with hod and pick and rubber

										sung a song of illimitable occupation
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KEITH TUMA

Mustang

Hunters piss off the spirits taking what’s
theirs and therefore have to rely on the
infinite generosity of these same spirits
to negotiate and contract an alliance
exchanging human souls for meat or
to copulate. As her bottom is spanked
Marilyn Monroe demonstrates her
paddleball skills in John Huston’s classic
The Misfits changing Clark Gable’s mind
so the horses won’t be dog food but stay
free and wild in the black and white.
Maybe the next thing is all there really is,
Marilyn says, and nobody argues. Later
they drive away. Coming back to camp
laden with meat the respectful hunter is
silent or reserved and counseled to adopt
an attitude like that maintained in the
presence of family. There is also a temple
that preserves a tooth of the Buddha. The
price of a slur is high.
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CHRISTINA CHALMERS
This poem will pay off your debt, because
it is flesh and blood – and you will receive it
and you are indebted. Your past being Amphibian
only as much as time would be to you for wefts.
They will each cost you and they will each be a hide
made of your own and your own favourite human
animal’s store of haemoglobulin. No mammals or
lizards. Not alligators. A shame made scale. My own
past battered into a hide, scales dissolved into air
becomes my face made round, planar and repeatable
and nailed to the drawing board of your silence,
small as a tiny red jot smudging breathless into
seething white fantasy, meaning nothing, stamped
into complicity with wakefulness. The loss of full
eye sockets on the borderline of accelerated rapid
eye movement is made Destiny in the pure cold lap
of cash; this, then, is where you throw that axis
onto a hole, unbearable solicitation to breathe on
bared skin. Like this. Stone and imbecility. An unplastic
conception of justice. Fate fulgurates beneath a wooden
table as I become an artisanal beast, textured, to welter
against your mantelpiece.
*
You may hide me behind lassitude
Where language is no longer the rack
But the stench of distension
You may do so as you wish, you may
Feed my corpse to night wolves,
Blue dogs which start to mean torture
But only bite on the absence of bone,
Placebic and gnawing a new reclension.
*
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There is nothing more
(nothing more) than
a polyurethane stickiness
which I slide over to be
this preciosity I speak as.
Hosiery becomes my web,
the legs are vipers,
vipers only of a vitriolic
transparency.
*
Violet instantaneity, I court you
though you have withered yourself
in the arms of business.
I follow you to the epitaph
of your own commercial fervour,
Hardened to a merchant bird
breathing blood back into its shadow.
But you are the cells which live on fire,
And give back an instance
of your charm as a bootstrap.
“What courtesans”, the clacsons sigh,
The city’s sirens groaning fumes
of magenta to the unhearing suburbs,
As the crystal fronds on propriety
Arrange themselves around
the frame of a Jacobin. Like the armour,
the arms, are newly felted for the children
of shareholders.
Give me the parts of the body,
Give me fur and wire,
Fluff that to the ends of purple
will charm a colour to its
terminal violence.
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*
Cross your eyes over your femur, infinite tenderness is not
and will never be for us. Communication via hopeless but
nonetheless romantic inadequacies and the anxieties of fate,
these are too flighty for the putrid flesh which wavers next to
the carcass-like bed. You are for each other for a moment.
You are always open to love but never open to another’s
closedness. How? You know. Be it. Word or phrase to cut
your throat to gurgled phrase, because they will not hear
your certainties any more, as Destiny. Salvageable? Nothing.
To drink in time, more, scratch off the breast, eat off the
orgasm which you have made for yourself, hover next to
the un-erect penis, howl as you press your glands to the
walls. What could be less like a body than a body?
Fuck this. Pen anger into fist and paste the fist into
your own jaw, not someone else’s subject-object,
but your own jaw. Jawless destruction meets itself
with its pants down, whelmed and smacked
with gasoline. This is gallows-less, sane. Purity, like.
The oars to smack you with have been kept, for
your information, for your special dispensation, for
when I will like to ram something into myself and will need
an intimate and nearby object for suction. What is therefore
plausible? Those red lights. To climb up to heaven’s top,
the skyscraper, is to impale you upon that axis. Let’s do it
there and then you will sing to me of your passion,
your crucifixion and your butchered hope and the sand
that you will gnaw on when the locusts eat up that older song
of crucifixion and how you love me so much because you are
you I am you you are me and therefore we are all eminently
greatly eatable. But if eatable, let’s eat the fucking feast.
To be starved is to really love you. No. No no. Take the trash
can out, dear. But where will I put it? Put it inside your other lover.
He noticed. He told me. Darling, darling, but you are not the lover
I want you to be. You reek of me. You have no perfume. No, I am
dead to perfume. Perfume can no longer adorn me. I reek of him
and only seek his smell.
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LUKE ROBERTS

A G I T P R O P (A N O D E)
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Kids dressed as kids dressed as wizards
beats individual chorus deployment, plurals,
the crane operator on his lunch break
tied to a chair:
free assembly at the summer camp,
dancing in a long line, filmed for posterity
		
hazing styles redrawn
			
by a fair hand
			
declaring emergency
always thinking on the future dysfunctional
the dry heave on the dry run sensational
but what’s not error if not valuable to retain
the division of the division
		
and I can’t get bored with sums and games
because the crowd is looking awkward.
The poem is about disappearance,
missing persons
an entertainment accompanied
by artificial flavours, perfume,
blackberry and bay, a licensed masque,
which takes you to a slump of sugar basis
replaced by clear citation,
				argument in form
which clutches and lets go in time to music
wants to be alone in the black-walled house,
handing your instruments to the fleet,
		
banned from string duty
		
you get the tone wrong
cutting everyone’s throat in Paris
holding up the ribbons blissful
casual bluff the steps and presentation
		
and it blows
or breezes picking up,
unties him in tireless admiration,
for diversions of a pleasant kind.
What I was doing was stretching out but cramped
heavy tracking unsweetened necessary velcro.
		
I don’t think efficient disposal will help you
be more attentive, combing through the scans
amused by fjords, spring water
for rousing sunlit persons,
		
running through dry grass its operations weaken.

A bad analogy, many bad analogies, paintings
in the garden watching through a window, a kitchen,
		
the regular hours, the increasing span,
			playing house
				arrest now
				
that I live on a street with police.
The granary is special because community
giddy with criticism, hands you
		
a scythe and a hacksaw, instructs you to sever
the legs. The job falls to you because your ancestors,
patrilineal, were experts in the field
of prosthetics. But expertise is not genetic,
I got no science and nowhere to sit.
		
The idiocy of rural life comes home,
peasants in the Winter Palace crapping in the vases,
degrading beautiful things. Gorky loved
good hygiene, the best for everyone
and it’s Spring. And now that it’s Spring
Pindar, getting ancient on my own ass optimistic
how quaint. Some poems you don’t mention
the slaves, biting a fat tongue
		
pushed on the teeth when you’re angry,
stalemate by the fire recounting visions,
wading through the cherubs at the feast of Venus,
fainting at the hot dogs, making
a safety announcement
in another tongue entirely.
If it was a biblical dream of weightloss you were having
you were wrong, taken by surprise
in our own backyards
by a squirrel,
young, stuck, and desperate,
pissing in mid-air.
I put the squirrel in a box,
throw it in the road, posing
for a photo, ashamed and hungry,
		
the thing song issued from the standard channels.
Tourists will always be with us in praising a house
intruding on problems of devotion
in theory you welcome attention.
Reluctant to honour the movement of blood,
domestic commitments on the world stage
		
put away the spade inside my skeleton.
You move in the quarter made eroded
relaxed the rules for locking arms allows for sidesteps,
		
jumping square-to-square, and no
			
wet clothes or sea-salt there
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to greet you. It is perfect seeing often,
often mistaken,
		
but rare to lose the body when the floated heart
		
is resting, all its pretty actions revealed
the slightest terms:
wildness in the middle of depression,
		
survival and disaster, aversion
			
to risk as exposure to knowledge
prefers the early work on the highbeam,
the learning curve restricted
and alighting, no fingernails left to cut.
But catharsis as a measure is no fun,
and you can’t run with phallic charms,
		
that’s why Hermes had sandals
			decked with wings.
The marble pavement closes,
he is enter’d his radiant roof
entirely radiant, so we say
thank you to Jupiter, put the radar in the child
watch him grow. I grow around it, evasive,
		
strategically so,
			
pinning my hopes to my own tail
which wags in independence,
staging posts, vehicles, metabolism, the aching ritual
not the nearest or most crucial understood
to want corrected forecasts.
		
Insufficiently insurrectionary,
on a work placement for three years paid for
by the state, not to be blamed
nor changed is anything in two
different cities
		
but not so different so I send my apologies.
The poet dreams of totality,
but Pasolini sided with the police
and you nearly lost a finger in the fleece
when it was time to get to grips with disappointment,
become didactic, slipping in and out of uniform
		
as it suits.
Excellent coat,
excellent new deodorant,
		
excellent boots.
It was the Gospel According to Matthew
but you were thinking of Medea at the rally
for the teachers caught by hailstones
		
generation of tender vipers
			
and Herakles outlive us all,
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running through market square with the left wing of capital.
The weight of a talent,
		
a life of anonymity, loose as an adult lost
			waiting for analysis.
The prize is wasted,
		
too small to share the hinge
			
I rest my case on.
This is what you get for playing dumb,
a whole generation of writers playing dead,
fixing up their brands and flawless assets
in advance, switching larynxes at leisure
quoting Pasolini and the opening chapters
		
of The Class Struggle in Ancient Greece.
And the police get over-time
and they get to wear protective clothing.
And the peasants over time
		
begin to dream of protective clothing.
You get used to being arranged,
the discipline,
wrestling with the weather deadpan
bringing in the corn
ignoring the failures, falling in love
with self-criticism.
When they look the same you feel safe.
When they leave the room you feel safe.
		
The work is hard:
			
Patty Hearst married her bodyguard
and who can blame her,
April 1979, an episcopal ceremony at a Naval base,
		
weeping for her children
			
on the cover of Italian Vogue,
				
sporting the look that makes spring
and the whole mythical history of kidnapping
look easy.
Successful images exist on several planes at once
		
goodnight three seven zero
			
reflecting the fantasies of many.
Take me to the bodies if they’re dead
describing the flaws in our music
		
to the despised, abandoned the nets
			
never to come down the halted chase.
You’re so
inconsistent, siding with the poems,
		
putting the lean on up in arms without criteria,
whimsical, thrilled to be raw and devastated,
washed with news and frisked.
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The friendly machine,
			
the medicine, coasting unwaged
forgets to save a part for such returns,
famous, slightly older in the lasting sound
		
of what was done in names of doubles,
			
cleaning up the glitches strewn
between the homes of acted fiction’s custody.
The story just runs and runs,
		
an electrical fire in two great arcs
			
high above the Indian Ocean,
Comrade Bala out on bail
in the mild climate,
face turned to the sun, and the wind
in our sails to guide the waves
with true love I survey the wreckage,
hating to end in climax,
360° of coverage disguised
			
to hide the faces, saving
the special characters
who wait for moments like this,
		
a pause in turmoil
			
a break in the action
so you can say goodbye, or else
ditch through the exits
		
gathering all the actors to your chest,
happy now dispensed with glee defective.
But there were gestures of my own
and you imagine me,
stepping over bodies without comment,
		
waiting for the airlift and the cranes
all dipped, drawing on reserves of grief
reserved for such occasions.
		
The brief is continue to live,
			
and my daughter’s name was Olive
				in the singular.
The secret poem
meets the wheels in stereo
fully grown, telling stories
		
of our absence
told to you and you alone.
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JACKQUELINE Frost

this is the soul and body of Muriel Rukyeser— as something broke through the
academic sadness / mastering dew as weak messianic things: germane and lowly and
partisan, words with knobby meanings leaving now forever separate, these little Goethes
and their parochial ethos, the rouse / of which has been clarified through /the nonexistence of love in acts

in Oakland, the helicopters’ perpetuity is like an ornament, the being in being
with good people, and the good in it / ash vocation among the species/ blood in the
mouths of friends / when I cried during sentencing—it was for a certain terror, with the
same small cans of paint, a scandal now at the hour of our hanging suns /
/ we are fit for lambency and individually unsalvageable / let each deliver themselves
from this helial place, with filth among love, love among machination.

we say there is a bouquet of tendencies / being partial but indeterminant. /we say well
who is worth losing. we say / the men are always getting better. against thirst, /me and
my friends at the vomitorium—much inglorious / no one is unaware of what takes place
here, it has no name as yet. how often events congeal into image with no social
aggression. though all this should be transfigured as contact and endurance, I will
continue to speak of hunger and brevity, those notions that stayed when others were lost,
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Don’t Humiliate Truth by
Soaking it in the Conspicuous
Beauty of All These Dying
Materials. I Had to Tell
Myself That.
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YOU HAVE BEEN READING THE INTERNAL LEG
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